
 



 

Abstract 
 

This dissertation presents a study that explores a specific implementation of concreteness            

fading used in a serious game that teaches programming. Concreteness fading consists of             

first presenting concepts with concrete representations before swapping them gradually with           

their concrete, normal counterparts. The goal is to figure out how concreteness fading             

should be applied to a programming game to have it increase learning. Expert interviews are               

performed to discuss different aspects of how the technique is utilized in the game Reduct.               

Participants also play through the game before discussing it. Results show that some found              

the individual representations of mechanics within the game to be the biggest flaw while              

others pointed to how it handled the fading aspect. These generally come down to a lack of                 

clarity, and should be considered when developing future games of this style. 
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1 Introduction 
Programming as a subject is becoming more involved in education as computing and             

software continues to be a larger part of our lives. Because programming appear difficult and               

requires its own way of thinking, many find learning to program very challenging and              

unappealing. Just like mathematics and music theory, it uses a unique language that the user               

must be able to manage. As such, it might need the same level of care as those subjects when                   

being brought to the education system. Finding techniques that can consistently teach the             

concepts of programming should then be a high priority. One such potential technique is              

concreteness fading; a method where concrete representations of concepts are used to ease             

someone to what they’re learning before gradually swapping the representation to more            

abstract variants until they reach the normal notations. This technique has proven successful             

mainly in mathematics but also to some degree in computing. Its effectiveness for             

programming is so far unclear. 

Serious games can be used as teaching tools that increase engagement and provide user              

tailored experiences. Teaching programming through a serious game has proven to in            

general be successful. This can then be a base to test the effectiveness of concreteness fading.  

Reduct is a programming game with focus on language comprehension. It also has             

concreteness fading. By letting programmer teachers play through Reduct and performing           

in-depth interviews, different aspects of how it uses concreteness fading are discussed and             

conclusions on where it works and doesn’t are drawn. The question is the following: 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the way Reduct implements concreteness fading             

from the perspective of experienced programming teachers? 

Results show that some found the individual representations of mechanics within the game             

to be the biggest flaw while others thought it to be how it handled fading. The disparity                 

between the different interpretation was unexpected, but the issues mostly related to a lack              

of clarity. 

This thesis opens with a background of learning programming, serious games and            

concreteness fading. A description of the method and Reduct is presented before results are              

shown, analysed and discussed. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Programming 

Programming as a concept arrived alongside the invention of computers. A way to define              

computers is that they are programmable electronic devices that can process, store and             

retrieve data (O’Regan, 2012). Computers can be divided into two sections: software and             

hardware. While hardware consists of the physical parts, as in the different components such              

as motherboard, cables and drives, software is the programmable part that sends data             

between the hardware components (ibid.). It is therefore within software that the concept of              

programming exists. 

Defining programming can then be done by saying that they write programs in order to               

fulfill a need or automate something, that will in some way pay off (Blackwell, 2002). There                

are, however, different ways of defining it. One example of an older definition is that               

programming is the process of drawing up the schedule of the sequence of individual              

operations required to carry out a calculation (Hartree, 1950). Another viewpoint can lead to              

another definition, for example that programming is a process of translating from the             

language convenient to human beings to the language convenient to computers (McCracken,            

1957). A simple way of describing programming, by using a common theme touched on by               

these definitions, is that programming is the act of writing code as a means of telling the                 

computer what to do. 

2.2 Learning and Teaching Programming 

Learning to program can be very daunting. Teaching programming can also be difficult.             

Programming, or coding, has been described as a radical novelty (Dijkstra, 1989), saying that              

it often is ignored for how different and unappealing it can be. This should still be the case,                  

as programming requires both a lot of problem solving and a lot of precision. (Jenkins,               

2002). This means that novice programmers may achieve a very modest reward with a lot of                

effort, and only if everything is perfectly correct. The usage of traditional, tried and tested               

learning systems in schools does not work for these kinds of systems. Motivation and              

interest are also areas where programming can be lacking, due to the frequency of dull               

exercises. Instead of learning via lecturing, undergraduates tend to prefer to use examples             

and repetition. (Tan, Ting & Ling, 2009) This retains interest levels better, and alternative              

methods to teach programming have been proposed and explored to some degree. 

Simple alterations to how teachers and learners interact with each other and with computers              

during class can change the effectiveness of learning. Some ways of doing this, aside from               

using examples, are by applying pair programming or peer instruction. (Brown & Wilson,             

2018). Peer instruction consists of providing multiple choice questions designed to catch            

misconceptions after going through theory. Learners then discuss these questions in groups            

before presenting their answers, which could be followed by moving on to the next part or                

discussing misconceptions if they were present. Pair programming consist of working in            

pairs where one learner types and the other offers comments and suggestions. This provides              
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an effective method were they learn by helping each other and coming up with solutions.               

Roles should be switched in intervals so that both learners practice typing (ibid.). Pair              

programming in particular have been utilised with great success (Williams, Kessler,           

Cunningham & Jeffries, 2000). It can additionally improve work satisfaction for           

programmers as well as confidence.  

Visual programming is a way of teaching where visual elements are used as an easier way of                 

understanding concepts than with code, and has been explored to some degree. (Green &              

Petre 1996). This area could be receiving more attention as a result of how programming is                

introduced earlier in education and to everyone, which is for example happening in Sweden              

(Regeringskansliet, 2017). Visual programming can take many forms, and is generally           

successful on multiple levels, including elementary school and college. (Sáez-López,          

Román-González & Vázquez-Cano, 2016) (Chao, 2016). 

When learning programming, the process can be divided into three different competencies:            

writing, comprehension and debugging (Vahldick, Mendes & Marcelino, 2014). These are           

formed by a number of skills, some of which can overlap among competencies.             

Comprehension requires the learner to understand how a computer behaves in relation to a              

program, for example that code is run one line at a time and that only explicitly coded                 

commands can be interpreted. In order to write, the learner must transform mental             

solutions into programs. This requires abstraction and generalization. Debugging is closely           

related to comprehension as it includes testing and fixing bugs (ibid.). 

The three competencies are all used when performing a problem-solving process. When            

presented with a concrete problem, this process is then what a programmer performs in              

order to create a solution (Winslow, 1996). The problem-solving process consists of first             

understanding the problem, which requires the comprehension competence. Then it is           

decided how the problem should be solved by creating something the computer interprets,             

which makes use of the writing competence. Finally, the solution must be tested to ensure its                

functionality, which applies the debugging competence (ibid.). 

2.3 Serious Games 
Serious games have been in the market for a while. They are games primarily focus on                

education rather than entertainment. (Miller, Chang, Wang, Beier & Klisch, 2011). Serious            

games can be developed with different goals in mind for the user, such as knowledge gain,                

training, education or wellbeing. Teaching programming through the use of a serious game             

should work well considering both concepts relate to computer science. Various experiments            

on this idea have been done and they are generally successful.  

One early experiment (Kahn, 1999) involved developing a game world where players            

executed code by interacting with the game’s puzzle elements. The game aimed to find              

concrete and intuitive game analogs to represent concepts in an easily understandable way.             

It did this by showing a city with vehicles, buildings and other objects. The player then had                 

to solve puzzles involving generating numbers and fixing or creating machines. These            

puzzles got progressively more difficult and a narrative was also presented to the player.              
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Tests resulted in both children and adults enjoying the game and learning programming             

skills. 

Using a games first approach also proved successful in another study (Leutenegger &             

Edgington, 2015). Though this study didn’t use a game to teach programming, it did teach               

programming by focusing the assignments on game creation, thereby using the engagement            

and visual feedback games provide to increase the appeal and excitement. Testers were             

taught in three quarters with different focus. Surveys were used to determine the             

effectiveness. One of these measured increases of understanding, and the results showed an             

average value of 2.05 between all tested areas, where 1.0 meant "no change”, 2.0 meant               

"increased" and 3.0 meant "greatly increased". It was also concluded that the engagement             

that games provide is essential as students who become interested are more likely to learn.  

Using serious games as teaching tools saw success in a study (Mitamura, Suzuki & Oohori,               

2012) that examined four games, all aimed at teaching programming in different ways. The              

first of these was a typing game that aims to improve the speed of typing code. The second                  

was a choice game where the player is challenged to select the proper word to use, and can                  

be played with a controller. The third was a competitive game where two players compete to                

first find a word to use in order to achieve a desired execution. The fourth was a game where                   

the player controls a character in a code-like way using regular game terminology. The study               

concluded that it is possible to obtain and expand basic programming knowledge while being              

engaged in the games. 

One difference often seen among games used to teach programming is the handling of              

abstraction. In some cases, code is presented in the game to look the same as when                

programming. This was for example used in the second game in Mitamura’s study             

(Mitamura et al., 2012) and is effective for converting knowledge gained in the game to               

actual coding. It makes the game fairly unapproachable though, since all words are foreign,              

which is the case when learning any new language. As programming is mainly done in               

English, it can present an extra obstacle for those mother tongue isn’t English. Another              

method is to represent code with concrete situations or objects. This was used in the fourth                

game of the study (ibid.) and makes getting into the game easier, but might not give                

knowledge that is easily transferred to programming.  

When choosing concrete representations, metaphors should be familiar to the user.           

(Guibert, Girard & Guittet, 2004) If certain functionality is commonly presented with            

metaphors elsewhere, representations should at least have elements of those metaphors.           

There should also be similar ways in how the metaphor functions and how the object with                

the representations acts (ibid.). Visual metaphors in general can be defined as graphic             

structures that use the shape and elements of a familiar natural or manmade artefact or of                

an easily recognizable activity or story in order to use the typical associations to convey               

additional meaning about the content (Eppler, 2006). Abstraction handling can take           

inspiration from other methods used in similar fields. 
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2.4 Concreteness Fading 

In mathematics, there is a method to overcome a difficulty barrier related to mathematical              

notations called concreteness fading. The method was conceptualized by Bruner (Bruner,           

1966) and used in his Modes of Representations. It teaches abstractions by first showing              

concrete representations and then converting these into abstract representations. This is a            

way to first teach how concepts are used before having the user memorize words and               

syntaxes. In this model, three distinct stages are used: enactive, iconic and symbolic in that               

order. The enactive stage consists of interacting with the environment and often physically             

touching and moving objects, while the iconic stage visualizes these actions through the             

original format of the subject. The symbolic stage uses the original representation (ibid.). 

Research has been done both on using concrete representations and abstract materials in             

education (Fyfe, McNeil, Son & Goldstone, 2014). While having concrete representations can            

provide practical context and induce physical or imagined action, abstract material can offer             

increased generalizability and focus on structure and representasional aspects. Concreteness          

fading is then a way to move beyond this debate of concrete vs abstract as it combines the                  

advantages of both. In order to work properly, concreteness fading should include at least              

three stages. In addition, the stages must be linked (ibid.). 

The method was used in a study (Fyfe, McNeil & Borjas, 2015) where the enactive, iconic and                 

symbolic stages were used in a concreteness fading group and compared to other methods.              

This was tested on 179 children in second and third grade on the subject of mathematics.                

The study specifically used equivalence problems. Four different groups were created: one            

used concrete representations, one used abstract, one used concreteness fading and the last             

used concreteness introduction. Concreteness introduction consisted of first presenting the          

abstract representation before moving to more concrete versions, essentially reversing          

concreteness fading. An additional two experiments were then carried out to test if             

concreteness fading only works as a warmup or if it actually increase learning rate as well as                 

if it’s still effective when the learner already has experience in the subject. All results were in                 

favour of concreteness fading giving superior learning. The study concluded that their            

understanding of mathematics benefits from concreteness fading both for those with low            

and high prior knowledge. 

When it comes to computing subjects, an experiment (Trory, Howland and Good, 2018) used              

different versions of an application in order to test concreteness fading for internet routing.              

This also used the enactive, iconic and symbolic stages, starting with a physical version,              

continuing with a digital version showing objects used in the physical version and ending              

with complete abstract notations. Participants consisted of 59 children, aged 9-10 from a             

single school. Different groups used different levels of abstraction for learning basic internet             

routing. After performing a post-test, results showed that the group that used concreteness             

fading gave a significantly higher score.  

As for teaching programming, Arawjo (Arawjo, Wang, Myers, Andersen & Guimbretière,           

2017) performed an experiment using a serious game, Reduct (Arawjo, 2016) that teaches             

the programming language JavaScript. They developed two versions of the game, one with             

concreteness fading and one without. These were tested in a lab study as well as in an online                  
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deployment. The lab study recruited 24 mostly young undergraduates with no previous            

experience in programming. JavaScript has seen success as a first programming language to             

learn (Ward & Smith, 1998). Testing the effect of concreteness fading was not the main part                

of the study (Arawjo et al., 2017), but results in the lab study gave comparable data that                 

showed that the method had no effect on learning. A similar result was achieved when               

performing the experiment online. This result was unexpected considering programming          

contains very abstract notations. It is also surprising considering Trory’s study (Trory et al.,              

2018) concluded that concreteness fading was very effective in a similar area. Perhaps there              

are specific properties that only programming has that makes this difference, or perhaps             

concreteness fading requires a different approach in this case. 

A couple of possible reasons for why concreteness fading had no effect on learning in               

Arawjo’s study (Arawjo et al., 2017) were brought up, including how concreteness fading was              

implemented. The number of fade stages (representations between concrete and abstract)           

was one potential parameter that could affect the effectiveness of concreteness fading.            

Which demographic the studies used was also discussed. Mostly young undergraduates with            

no recent experience in programming were recruited for the study, and it was noted that               

performing a study with children might yield better results. 
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3 Problem 
Concreteness fading has seen success in several areas of study. It has been shown to be more                 

effective at teaching concepts relating to mathematics and other scientific subjects than            

traditional alternative methods that only include a single type of abstraction level. As             

programming requires logical thinking and uses abstract symbols similarly to mathematics,           

it could benefit correspondingly by concreteness fading. This combination has been tested to             

a very limited degree though, and the results have so far not been in favour of concreteness                 

fading, showing that it doesn’t have a noticeable effect on programming learning.            

Considering how useful the technique has been in similar areas, it could benefit teaching              

programming greatly if the correct changes and additions are made to the usage of              

concreteness fading. The question is which these changes and additions are. 

In order to figure this out, an evaluation of what has been done so far is reasonable. Reduct                  

(Arawjo, 2016) is a serious games that contains concreteness fading and teaches            

programming. As such, the aim of the study presented in this dissertation is to analyse               

Reduct and explore how its usage of concreteness fading is interpreted. The choice of              

concrete representations in Reduct isn’t explained (Arawjo, Li & Ma, 2017), making that area              

a potential problem for its implementation of concreteness fading. 

There were three potential target groups for conducting this kind of analysis: programmers,             

those without programming experience and programming teachers. Since the goal was to            

thoroughly analyse Reduct, the interviewee having experience was preferable. As          

programmer teachers have experience in both the subject Reduct teaches as well as in              

education, that target group was chosen. This will firmly put the analysis in a teaching               

perspective, rather than a learning one. This leads to the research question: 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the way Reduct implements concreteness fading             

from the perspective of experienced programming teachers? 

This knowledge can then be applied to make using concreteness fading more efficient in              

future games, which, in turn can be used in further research to find an implementation that                

works well. 

3.1 Method 
The game Reduct (Arawjo, 2016), specifically the version used for a previous experiment             

(Arawjo et al., 2017) was used for this procedure. Analysing how Reduct uses concreteness              

fading requires in-depth exploration of the different aspects of how the technique is applied.              

Because of that, qualitative interviews were conducted where the topic could be discussed             

without restraint. An alternative method would have been to perform a quantitative study             

where participants play through the game and fill in a survey detailing their experience. This               

would however minimize the chance of follow-up questions and limit topics to what was put               

in the survey beforehand. For this analysis to be thorough, potential areas and points not               

thought of in advance need to be explored. Therefore, qualitative interviews remain the best              
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fit. Since this is performed on programming teachers, how Reduct is successful in regards to               

how it can be applied to education is also discussed. University teachers specifically was the               

target group for this study, as it was university students that performed the previous              

experiment (Arawjo et al., 2017). 

For the interviewee to be able to talk in-depth about Reduct, they should have first-hand               

experience with the program. Therefore, they got to play though as much of the game as they                 

wanted before discussing it. The interviewing was then of open nature to allow for              

spontaneous ideas and follow up questions to appear. Principles regarding the interviewing            

subjects can effectively be gathered by focusing questions on the how of decision making.              

(Bogner, Littig & Menz, 2009). As such, the interview focused on asking what alternative              

solutions there are to problems and quirks found from playing. Being presented as             

incompetent is a risk when performing expert interviews and can be avoided by preparing              

thoroughly and building up a proper knowledge base of the topic at hand (ibid.). This risk                

was therefore minimized with the background research done on concreteness fading and            

serious games. 

Before starting the process, a written informed consent was obtained from the interviewees.             

This consent states that participation is anonymous, that the process can be cancelled at will               

without specifying why, that no judgement will be made on their ability to complete the               

game and that they are not forced to play though all of it. It also summarizes the purpose of                   

the study and how it will be done. 

The target group for this method is teachers that teach subjects related to programming.              

Experience with serious games can also bring further insight. As this discusses an             

experimental way of teaching, many years of teaching experience is not required. Because of              

this, there are no additional requirements, but how long the teacher has been a              

programming teacher and similar factors are taken in mind. All participants are located at              

the same high school in Sweden, which is also the one most easily accessible to perform this                 

study. 

The interviews were performed in Swedish. Therefore, quotes are translated to English and             

are not perfect transcriptions of the conversations. 

3.2 The Study 

3.2.1 Reduct Overview 

One version of Reduct (Arawjo, 2016) with concreteness fading and one without it are              

available in the method. These versions work with the same basic rules. They consist of               

levels that the player can clear by achieving a specific goal or skip. The game is played by                  

moving objects on a flat area and placing them inside other objects, as well as performing                

specific actions by clicking on some objects. This is done throughout the 72 levels of the                

game. 
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Figure 1 The entire game screen of a level. 

During play, the game consists of the main board, which is shown in figure 1 (b), a goal (a)                   

and an toolbox (c). In order to progress to the next level, the contents of the main board                  

must match the contents of the goal. The toolbox contains objects that the player can freely                

move onto the main board. All these areas contain specific objects for each level. 

Clicking on certain statements will reduce it into another object and moving an object into a                

slot of a different object will have varying effects. 

 

Figure 2 Interacting with objects. 

The example in figure 2 consists of the player first moving the star constant into an                

anonymous function, becoming its input, before clicking the equality statement which           

reduces it to the value of true. 
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Figure 3 A level with concrete representations. 

The version that uses concreteness fading contains concrete representations of all objects in             

the game. Figure 3 shows an example of a level in that version. These representations are                

functionally the same as their abstract counterparts, but provides different visuals and do in              

some cases exist in several variants. These representations change at specific points to             

become abstract, thereby using concreteness fading. Both versions have the same levels,            

meaning the gameplay is identical. 

Any level can be reset by pressing an icon in the game. This is a necessity as a wrong move                    

can render the level unbeatable. 

3.2.2 Programming Concepts Within the Game 

There are a total of seven interactable programmering concepts present in the game. Every              

concept has at least two different levels of abstraction. The first level introduces primitives              

and functions. 

 

Figure 4 Primitives. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

 

Figure 5 Function. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 
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Primitives are dragged into other objects and cannot change anything by themselves.            

Functions are containers for other things to be put in. What is put in a function on the left                   

side acts as a parameter to get what is on the right side. Later levels lets the player put                   

objects in the right side while earlier levels only allow things to be put in the left side with                   

fixed outputs. 

 

Figure 6 Equality. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

 

Figure 7 Boolean. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

Once at level 11, equality is introduced which by itself also introduces booleans. The equality               

object requires an input on each side and can then be converted into a boolean. Which                

boolean it becomes depends on whether the two objects put into the equality object were of                

the same kind or not. At level 21, conditionals are also introduced. 

 

Figure 8 Conditional. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

The conditional object has a slot that displays what it will turn into if it receives the boolean                  

“true”, as well as a slot to put in a boolean. Inserting a “false” boolean will make the object                   

simply disappear. The next concept to be introduced is collection, on level 40. 

 

Figure 9 Collection. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

Collections work as containers and allow other objects of any type to be put in it. It can also                   

be emptied. The only unique usage of the collection itself is with a map, which is introduced                 

at level 55. 
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Figure 10 Map. Concrete representation to the left, abstract to the right. 

As the last concept to be introduced, maps keeps focus throughout the final 17 levels of the                 

game. The object has a slot that can only hold functions and a slot that can only hold a                   

collection. After having both slots filled, the object can be turned into what the function               

would become, but for each of the elements inside the collection. The different concepts are               

mixed in different ways until the final level which uses all available mechanics together. 

3.2.3 Procedure 

At first, the participant was asked to introduce their programming experience, stating which             

languages they know, which of those were connected to school and how long they have been                

teaching programming for. As Reduct teaches JavaScript, more specific information about           

the participant’s knowledge on JavaScript was gathered, if there is any. This could be used to                

connect opinions and ideas with their previous experiences. 

The participant then played through the levels of Reduct. During play, the subject received              

help with specific levels if they got stuck. They were also encouraged to think aloud and                

bring up thoughts about the game as they show up. This was to better understand their                

experience and to potentially refer to these thoughts in the interviewing. It’s also noted down               

as it can be a strong source of data of the interviewees thoughts (Charters, 2003). 

After playing 39 levels of the game with concreteness fading, a break was had where               

questions regarding the concepts introduced and used up to that point were asked. At this               

point, primitives, functions, equality, booleans and conditionals had been introduced, and           

some of those had been faded from its most concrete version. The participant was asked               

whether they have recognised the concepts, can identify which each is supposed to represent              

and if they thought their programming knowledge helped understand the game. These            

questions were asked at this point to avoid the risk of the interviewee forgetting their               

experience before discussing it. The concepts presented so far are also faded and used in               

different ways towards the end of the game, so by having this break, impressions and               

opinions that might later disappear were gathered. A similar set of questions were asked              

after level 72 when the game was finished. These questions were in regards to the new                

concepts introduced in the later half of the game, which are collections and mapping. 

So far, the interviews had been structured with regards to different specific elements of              

Reduct. When the game is completed, questions regarding their perception of Reduct, the             

whole playing experience as well as how concreteness fading was used in different ways were               

presented as an unstructured interview. Finally, the original experiment using Reduct and            

the concept of concreteness fading were explained before asking whether they think applying             

all that has been discussed would change the learning effect of concreteness fading. 
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When asking about how concreteness fading was used, the interview was divided into several              

topics. The topics were first chosen through playing the game and analysing what aspects to               

concreteness fading can be brought up. They were also influenced by the discussion of              

Arawjo’s study (Arawjo et al., 2017). After that, a pilot test was conducted on two               

participants. Discussions from that test led to the addition of some topics and adjustments of               

others. The final topics are: 

● Individual representations. Every programming concept within the game is         

shown and discussed with no context of fitting in with the other concepts. This way,               

every concept can be analysed for what it accomplishes on its own. How clearly the               

concrete representations were recognized and how well it represents the          

programming concept, visually and mechanically, is discussed. 

● Introduction handling. Reduct introduces every concept of the game using only           

level design. This means that no text, animations or auditory means are used to              

explain how the mechanics work. How well this works and potential other methods             

are discussed. The same goes for how Reduct handles fading, which is with a particle               

effect and sound. 

● Language comprehension. While the more common approach to teach         

programming is through program construction and letting students create and          

observe results, Reduct focuses on language comprehension. This distinction gives          

the game a different way of teaching. As such, how this affects the use of concreteness                

fading is discussed. 

● Level of concreteness. How far to take concreteness is another point of            

discussion. Whether the representations within the game work or if there should be             

more concrete stages is discussed. One way of increasing concreteness brought up is             

if the goal of each level should be given context and fade like the other mechanics.                

Another way is if there should be a physical version that is played before the digital                

game. 

● Applying Reduct. A version of Reduct that don’t use concreteness fading and only             

have the most abstract representations is available. This is shown before asking how             

the participant how applying Reduct in education would be handled, and how the             

versions would differ. Target group is also brought up, asking how this changes             

depending on age, prior knowledge within the subject and level of education            

acquired. 

When the game is being played, data was collected through writing down anything of note.               

This could be when the tester gets stuck or have a significant reaction to something. The                

notes also specify how much help was provided. This is used as supplementary data to audio                

recordings from the interviews, which were then transcribed to text. These transcripts are             

not fully detailed (Bogner et al., 2009), and paraphrasing can be used as a means to easily                 

categorise the data. 

In order to analyse the contents of the interviews properly, context was always taken into               

account for statements made. This assessed the meaning of those statements, and also             

ensured comparability of the different interviews. (Bogner et al., 2009). Furthermore, the            

transcripts were coded (Gibbs, 2007). This was mainly for the unstructured interviews, as it              

condensed the contents while highlighting points of interest. It also determined the            
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prominence of opinions and ideas. Before codes were created, the transcripts were both             

glanced at and read carefully. Certain sentences were then highlighted as codes. These             

sentences generally contained an opinion, interpretation, reaction or stance to anything           

related to the game. Codes were then categorised in a similar way to how the subject of                 

concreteness fading is divided into subjects. Playing experience was also added as a category              

as there were a lot of codes relating to it and it didn’t fit the other topics. This helped sort the                     

results. 

As the codes from all different interviews within categories were then put side by side,               

comparisons could be made. All categories got several code entries from every participant,             

with some variation in amounts. At this point, similarities and disparities between the             

contents of the different interviews were highlighted as statements for the different            

categories were created. These statements became the culmination of every category, and            

created the basis of the knowledge this study provides. Finally, theoretical generalizations            

could be made by looking at the statements from each category as a whole and exploring how                 

they were connected. In the end, this properly brought forth how Reduct performed in using               

concreteness fading in relation to the discussed topics. 
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4 Evaluation 
This study was performed with four participants. Invitations to participate were sent            

through email. This email stated that this study was related to programming and that it               

would take about an hour. The selection process was limited to teachers of the single,               

previously selected school. Because of time constraints, only four teachers were contacted at             

first, as it was estimated that there wasn’t time to include more. If any of these first four                  

declined, other programmer teachers were instead contacted. All teachers first contacted           

accepted. The decision of which four programmer teachers to contact first was done with a               

convenience sample. Interviews were then performed either in their offices or in a different              

room or building of the school, whichever they preferred. 

Their backgrounds as well as how much of the game they played are noted in Table 1.                 

Participant B wished to not be recorded during the interview. Because of that, no quotes can                

be derived from it, but the notes from that interview are still used as material for analysis. 

Participant Number of 
years of 
teaching 
programming 

Languages 
taught 

Experience with 
javascript 

Finished levels 

A 20 C, C++, C#, 
pascal, 
prologue 

None 39 

B 15 C, C++, C#, 
assembler, 
javascript, PHP, 
GLSL, HLSL 

Both inside and 
outside of 
school 

52 

C 9 C, C++, GML Some outside of 
school 

72 (all) 

D 20 C, C++, GML, 
assembler, 
Java 

None 72 (all) 

 

Table 1. Participants and their backgrounds  

4.1 Results 
Codes were divided into categories similarly to how question topics were arranged. 

4.1.1 Experience While Playing 

During play, none of the participants stated that they fully understood the mechanics of the               

game. This applies to both the break after level 39 and when finishing the game. Participant                
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A stated, “it was tricky to remember the concepts.” Participant C stated that they understood               

the mechanics “partially, not completely I think.” Moreover, participant B and D both             

expressed a dislike for the lambda symbol present in certain versions of the function object.               

Several participants noted a high amount of trial and error that they used to complete               

sections of the game. Participant C partly liked this though, stating, “I like testing a bunch of                 

different things and seeing what happens.” There was some disparity when it comes to how               

fun the participants generally thought the game was. Participant D stated, “It was a fun               

game. You get engaged in it in a way. [...] If this can in some way awaken programming joy                   

or show what’s stimulating about programming, that is almost more important than            

teaching specific concepts.” Participant A instead compared it to intelligence tests, stating            

“It’s fun for a while, but no longer than that.” 

4.1.2 Individual Representations 

When discussing the specific individual concrete representations used in the game, the            

responses were quite similar. Responses did however differ when discussing how much of an              

impact their clarity has on learning. When guessing which programming concept the            

representations meant after playing the first half of the game, all participants agreed on the               

funcion, equality, boolean and conditional objects being related to their programming           

counterparts. Those who played levels with collections also agreed on its programming            

concept. Participant C noted that order didn’t seem to matter when collection was concrete              

but did matter when it was abstract. The primitive object was interpreted as data by all                

participants except participant A, who saw them as input. Generally, participants felt that             

the concrete representations for function and collection were unclear. Participant C found            

the function representation to be “OK” while participant D stated that it should have been               

better if “the hole and the pipe somehow were connected. I first thought it was a radio                 

button.” As for collections, while the concrete representation was a bag of items, guesses on               

what it was supposed to look like are the following: a shield with space, a magical mirror                 

with a universe, a medal and a fat viking. Some participants didn’t see choice of concrete                

representations as the most likely reason for concreteness fading to not increase learning.             

Participant D, however, stated, “I don’t think they are clear in what they are trying to show.                 

[...] If it had good metaphors, then maybe” (concreteness fading would increase learning).             

Further, participant D noted how the concrete representations still feel abstract and argued             

the abstract versions could be easier to comprehend as it’s text and not seemingly abstract               

shapes. 

4.1.3 Introduction Handling 

The participants generally thought introduction of new concepts were handled in a good way              

while noting some potential flaws with it. It was stated to be done “systematically and               

gradually” as well as “in a playful way.” Most participants notes the risk of a player using                 

trial and error to get through the easier levels without fully understanding the mechanics              

and then getting stuck once complexity increases. Participant B stated that not having text              

when introducing concepts can work when the goal is to experiment when not when the goal                

is to understand. Results were varied when it comes to how well the fading between               

representations was handled. Some participants found it to be confusing, while others            
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thought it clear. Participant C stated, “I’m not following with the glitter effect, i found it                

unclear. [...] I think you have to apply the fading in a more pedagogical way.” while noting                 

how having a discussion with the player when the fade happens could make it work.               

Participant A noted how it felt like having to relearn the mechanics when a concept faded,                

stating, “Maybe it destroys the help it gives, that you have to keep track of two notations.”.                 

Further, participant A suggested the solution to this being a way to handle the fading so that                 

it feels like the same notation. Those that thought this an issue also reasoned it was the                 

biggest reason for concreteness not increasing learning. 

4.1.4 Language Comprehension 

Overall, the participants found no issue with concreteness fading being used in a context that               

teaches language comprehension rather than program construction. Participant D noted          

how the gameplay didn’t really differ from other types of programming games, stating, “In a               

way you’re still creating a solution since you have a desired output and a certain input and                 

language construction that is used to create a solution.” They further noted how not              

removing objects as they are used would yield about the same result as a Scratch program                

(Resnick, 2009). 

4.1.5 Level of Concreteness 

When discussing the idea of making the goal of the levels more concrete, responses were               

mixed. Participant A stated, “you want there to be some inner motivation for what you’re               

doing. There has to be a problem.”, giving weight to how just learning the constructions is                

unbalanced. Participant D responded likewise, with emphasis on the fact that it would             

definitely raise motivation. The other participants found how the game handles goals            

sufficient, but notes that this would depend on how used the player is with playing puzzle                

games. Similarly, the idea of having a physical way of playing the game as the most concrete                 

version also gave mixed responses. Participant C stated, “touching things can be really nice,              

to start the desire to experiment.” Meanwhile, participant D noted how you basically move              

things physically in the game, just with a mouse. All participants mentioned the fact that               

how used someone is to handle abstraction and logic puzzles affects how well a physical               

version would work. 

4.1.6 Applying Reduct 

The participants had similar thoughts when discussing who concreteness fading should be            

applied to. Participant B noted that it might not matter which version you played if you got                 

through the entire game, as the biggest advantage with including concrete representations is             

to lower the chance that the player gives up early. Participant A argued that exposure to                

mathematics might lead to concrete representations not having any benefit, as being used to              

abstract notation should be enough for abstract representations in a game like this to work               

well. When discussing target group further, there was a general agreement that experience             

and age should to some degree affect the effectiveness of having concreteness fading. An              

exception is participant C, who stated “it doesn’t really matter, as long as you don’t recognize                

these concrete representations.”, noting that age and experience in other abstract subjects is             
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of less consequence and that it more has to do with knowing these specific notations. When                

discussion how this game could be applied to education, responses differed. Participant C             

stated, “If you have a supervision in the beginning of a course before you’ve had any theory,                 

then I think this would work.” Participant A put weight in the fact that it differs from person                  

to person how and when it could be applied effectively. Participant B noted that this would                

work best when testing out programming and not being sure if it’s something you want to                

do. At the same time, participant D noted it could be used as a complement to think in                  

concrete steps but not as a way to introduce programming, stating, “I think it creates a too                 

big of a gap between visual and actual programming, and when an inaccurate model is               

created, it can be very difficult to get rid of it when learning how it actually works.” 

4.1.7 Proposed Additions 

A few additions were proposed from the participants when discussion possible solutions.            

Participant A stated, “There could be a mechanic that gives a tip when a player has tested a                  

lot of things. That might help.” Moreover, they stated, “Maybe there should be a summary of                

what the different objects do with an animation that is easily accessible.” Participant C              

suggested a help button that explains how the individual mechanics work. 

4.2 Analysis 

The results were analysed by taking an overview look at the categories of codes. Focus was                

put on the areas where participants thought the game’s weaknesses lie. This was clearly              

mostly prevalent when discussing choice of concrete representations and fading handling.           

Because of that, these areas were analysed to deduce exactly what was wrong and how it                

could be solved. In addition, since participant opinion on severity difference between these             

areas differed a lot, so this is further analysed to see which of them are actual problems.                 

What the participants stated about applying Reduct to different target groups and in             

different situations is also examined to see if any conclusions can be drawn. 

It’s worth noting that Reduct doesn’t completely follow Bruner’s Modes of Representations            

(Bruner, 1966). The enactive stage usually consists of physical parts, but Reduct present all              

stages in the same format. A physical enactive stage was used in previous mentioned              

experiments (Fyfe et al., 2015) (Trory et al., 2018) and those studies saw success in               

concreteness fading but responses from participants were mixed when asked if a physical             

version should be added to Reduct. Considering the additional work needed to create a              

physical version and bringing it to learning occasions, it would raise convenience to make              

concreteness fading work without it. This should only be a case of preference, as noted by                

participants, since comfortable use of computers is common. 

4.2.1 Individual Representations 

Considering how unified the participants were regarding the concrete representations for           

function and collection, a deduction can easily be made regarding those. It was difficult for               

the participants to see what they were supposed to be and by extension how they work when                 

first encountering them. This was more the case with collection than function, and, as              
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suggested by participant D, the function could be quite a bit more clear by showing a clear,                 

one-way connection between the hole and pipe. Thus the function object lacks the clear              

functionality parallelity needed for a concrete representation to work (Guibert et al., 2004).             

The suggestion could be applied with a visual cylinder or path along with arrows or other                

signs of it being one-way. As for collection, no participant was close to guessing that it was a                  

bag of items. In this case, participants might be able to recognize a bag of items and connect                  

its functionality with how it works in Reduct had they realized that it was a bag of items. This                   

means that the shapes and elements that make this metaphor are too weak (Eppler, 2006).               

As such, it should be switched to a more understandable representation. Although the             

participants found the functionality of the collection object understandable once they tested            

it, they noted that how it worked was seemingly different for the different representations.              

The most concrete representation has a round space where the order of objects don’t seem to                

matter. The faded representation, however, places objects in a clear and specific order which              

matters for solving puzzles. This is clearly shown through the design of the levels, but the                

fact that representations seem to work differently increases the sense that you have to learn               

two different rulesets when playing with concreteness fading. Consistency between how           

different versions of an object works is therefore important. Since order was the inconsistent              

factor, this should be solved by changing the concrete representation of collection into             

something where order is clearly shown and matters. 

As a pair, the key for boolean and lock for conditional was seen as clear when used together.                  

Their functionality mostly made sense for participants, but some oddities about them were             

noted. These include that the key itself isn’t very synonymous with booleans and that it’s               

weird that the lock simply disappears when a broken key is used. Though the objects were                

familiar, the functionality mapping was not fully clear, which it needs to be for the               

representations to work (Guibert et al., 2004). Finding representations that work well on             

their own as well as in combination with other objects can be difficult. In this case it might                  

not need to completely change the lock and key to different objects, but rather adjust its                

current implementation. 

The equality object was simple enough to be clear to participants, but the concrete              

representation, the mirror, was generally not seen as a mirror. Once again, the shapes and               

elements weren’t clear enough to make a working metaphor (Eppler, 2006). During play, it              

seemed that the visual glass in the middle was mostly ignored and didn’t help to understand                

the functionality. This isn’t as much of a problem as the function object because of the above                 

mentioned simplicity, but it can lead to confusion. By reflecting on when participants             

became confused and not, the following possible solution idea is produced: have a hole in the                

middle of the equality object that takes the shape of the first object inserted into one side.                 

When placing the second object, a solid block the shape of that object would then be put on                  

top of that hole. Whether that block fits or not might be a more comprehensible               

representation than the mirror that shows the first object inserted. 

4.2.2 Fading Handling 

Some participants saw how the game handled fading as a big flaw. This was mainly seen as                 

problematic because it could be confusing and the faded representations feeling too new or              

weird, making the player have to learn several sets of rules. While playing, most participants               
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tried to use the object that was going to fade before realizing something was happening to it.                 

This led to confusion, and could be a cause for it feeling like new objects. By showing the                  

object fading in a different, more centralized way, the player’s focus could be forced onto the                

object rather than a level and how to solve it. As suggested by participant A, a summary that                  

is always available to the player and shows the objects in their different representations              

along with an explanation of how they work could also be a solution. 

Aside from that, the faded representations themselves and the number of stages it takes to               

go from concrete to abstract could affect this greatly. The function object had two versions               

between fully concrete and fully abstract, both using the lambda symbol (λ). This was              

confusing for most participants as they didn’t see how it fits in. Having these kind of symbols                 

added that are then removed again could also be a cause for it feeling like having to learn                  

new concepts. This also goes against Fyfe’s theory (Fyfe et al. 2014) that the stages must be                 

linked. The representations between concrete and abstract should therefore never introduce           

anything new that is then discarded. Instead, these representations should only act as a              

middle ground, mixing visual elements of concrete and abstract in an organic way. An              

example of this being done correctly is the conditional object where the representations             

between concrete and abstract takes the symbolism of the concrete but places parts in a way                

similar to how the abstract is constructed without adding anything. If a faded version feels               

too different, it could also be because there are too few representations between concrete              

and abstract. Once again, the game doesn’t follow Fyfe’s theory where it states that three               

fade stages are needed to achieve consistent success (Fyfe et al. 2014), which was noted in                

the previous study with Reduct (Arawjo et al., 2017). Several objects in the game has only                

two representations. By adding steps, each step can become less radical, thereby making it              

easier for the player to correlate one representation with the previous. 

4.2.3 Biggest Problems 

Opinions differed when discussing the biggest hurdle the game has that stops it from              

successfully utilizing concreteness fading. The participants provided different ways of          

looking at it. On the one hand, the concrete representations themselves need to work,              

meaning the player must recognize what the object is supposed to look like, be familiar with                

the object itself and connect the functionality with the object and the rules of the game. At                 

the same time, transitioning between representations is a critical part of concreteness fading             

and must be done in a way that makes it clear that objects are still the same and doesn’t                   

make the user feel like they have to relearn the rules. Although fading handling was brought                

up in the previous study to some degree, choice of concrete representations was not (Arawjo               

et al., 2017). Some contradiction existed between participants, saying one problem wasn’t            

significant while the other was grave. The presence of both issues being emphasized means              

the only reasonable way to make concreteness fading work is to fix both. This also shows the                 

difficulty in finding problems, as their interpretation can widely differ between players. It             

might also be beneficial to consider the possibility that these issues have the same origin but                

affect players differently. Changing the concrete collection representation to something that           

takes order into account could solve both its clarity as a representation and consistency              

when fading. Considering the nature of the problems and the possible solutions mentioned             
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above, that origin is most likely to be lack of clarity. By improving the game’s general clarity,                 

concrete representations can be understood and fading can feel comprehensible and natural. 

4.2.3 Applying Reduct 

The participants generally agreed that how used a player is with handling abstract notations              

affects how well concreteness fading works. Abstract notations are most widely used in             

mathematics, since every student studies mathematics to some degree. If a player is very              

comfortable using abstract notations, be it from experience in mathematics or other            

programming languages, seeing abstract representations directly might be less taxing and           

lead to increased learning. If this is assumed to be the case, then the only proper solution is                  

to provide both a version with concreteness fading and one without to every individual              

player. Determining which version is best could be difficult. Perhaps the best way is to               

present an example level of both versions and ask which they would rather play. It could also                 

be determined by a questionnaire beforehand that ask questions about previous experiences            

with mathematics and programming. Age is a way of guessing how much experience             

someone has with abstract notations, but it isn’t a stable factor in itself, as a longer general                 

experience in life doesn’t equate to understanding abstractions better. This goes against            

Reduct’s previous study somewhat, where age was assumed to be a primary factor (Arawjo et               

al., 2017). 

Which situation Reduct is best applied to is difficult to work out, as the participants had                

fairly different viewpoints on the matter. Common techniques such as pair programming            

were not suggested, even though they see much success (Williams, Kessler, Cunningham &             

Jeffries, 2000) (Brown & Wilson, 2018). This might be because the way Reduct is used isn’t                

similar to typing code. The one thing that was agreed on by participants was that Reduct                

cannot teach on its own and needs to be a complement of some sort. Whether it is an                  

introduction before getting into theory, a way to try out programming before deciding             

anything or a tool to practice a certain way of thinking, the game should be a secondary                 

utensil to other, more prominent methods. Although visual programming is often successful            

(Sáez-López, Román-González & Vázquez-Cano, 2016) (Chao, 2016), the concept, and by           

extension Reduct, was criticized by participant D who thought introducing visual           

environments first can make it difficult to later on introduce regular coding. Perhaps the              

success found by teaching with visual programming only takes into account what the learner              

can achieve within that environment. This potential problem is another reason as to why              

Reduct should only be a secondary tool. 

4.3 Conclusions 
Reduct is a serious game that teaches programming. Specifically, it teaches javascript with a              

focus on language comprehension and visual representations. Its use of concreteness fading            

is not optimal though, as it needs improved clarity in several areas for it to be effective.                 

Using concreteness fading for teaching programming can therefore not be dismissed as not             

working from looking at Reduct’s previous study (Arawjo et al., 2017) since a stronger              

implementation needs to be tested along with other types of implementations first. Because             

of the possibility of players being more comfortable with abstract notations than concrete             
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representations, not everyone will find concreteness fading helpful in this scenario even if it              

was improved. Therefore, the option to play with concreteness fading or with only abstract              

representations should be available for players. 

The following points are areas or specific cases where Reduct would need improvements. 

● Some concrete representations. The collection object is not interpreted as what           

it should look like. This makes it seen as abstract from the start, and it would need to                  

be switched to something players recognize. The function and equality          

representations are not fully comprehensible and would need to be adjusted.  

● Consistency between representations. The concrete representation of the        

collection object does not visually take order into account and no levels using it apply               

order as a factor. Although it might work the same as the abstract representation,              

introducing order the same time as fading the object makes them feel like separate              

concepts. 

● Presenting fading. The fact that fading happens after a level is shown and the              

player is likely focusing on how to solve it means too little attention is put towards                

the fade. Performing the fade when mousing over the object also doesn’t work in a               

level as the player is likely to try to use the object first. The fading would need to be                   

presented in a more isolated way to clearly show what is happening. 

● Midway representations. The representations used between concrete and        

abstract for the function object add parts that they themselves only use. This leads to               

confusion and a feeling that more concepts needs to be learned. Some objects might              

lack the amount of midway representations needed to smoothly fade. These would            

need to always be between concrete and abstract visually. 

Having a summary with short explanations of every concept along with showing the different              

representations available to the player would also improve clarity. As long as it can’t be               

abused to ignore the more abstract representations by always looking up concrete versions,             

this addition removes the risk of the player learning concepts the wrong way and minimizes               

confusion when introduced to new representations or situations. By improving the areas            

mentioned above along with adding the summary, giving players a choice of which version to               

play and presenting the game as a secondary tool of teaching, Reduct could make              

concreteness fading work. 
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5 Concluding Discussions 

5.1 Summary 
This dissertation analyses how concreteness fading can be used with serious games that             

teach programming. This is done by taking a close look at the game Reduct (Arawjo, 2016)                

and performing expert interviews. The question becomes: 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the way Reduct implements concreteness fading             

from the perspective of experienced programming teachers? 

Learning to program is generally seen as difficult. Alternative ways of teaching programming             

have been tested, one of which is through serious games. A serious game is a game whose                 

focus doesn’t lie in entertainment. Using serious games for education has seen varying             

success for some time. Teaching programming through a serious game has in general             

worked well, but the abstraction level of programming syntax is still daunting for new users. 

A technique called concreteness fading can be used to get the benefit of concrete              

representations while also moving over to the abstract forms. It has mainly been used in               

mathematics as a successful way of introducing abstract notations. The combination of            

concreteness fading and teach programming has been tested to a very limited degree. Reduct              

is a game that teaches programming with focus on language comprehension and contains             

concreteness fading. 

Reduct’s gameplay consists of moving objects into other objects with a mouse and clicking              

on them. These objects are then reduced and the goal of each level is to end up with the                   

correct reduction. More concepts are introduced over time and are combined in different             

ways. All concepts start with a concrete representation which switches to be more abstract at               

certain points, thereby applying concreteness fading. 

This study consisted of performing expert interviews with programming teachers. These           

participants first played through Reduct before being asked what they thought of different             

aspects of the game. An open interview discussing several angles of how Reduct applies              

concreteness fading was had. Data was collected in the form of audio recordings of the               

interviews. These were then transcribed and coded. 

A total of four programming teachers participated in the study. They played different lengths              

of the game and had different views on their experiences. Their interpretations of what the               

concrete representations of Reduct’s different concepts should look like were similar: some            

were alright while others didn’t work at all. No participant found the game’s implementation              

of concreteness fading to be sufficient in every way. Some thought the individual             

representations used were the primary cause for it not working while others found the way it                

handled fading between different representations of the same concept to be confusing and             

the primary cause. 
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These issues generally all came down to a lack of clarity. Specific areas where Reduct would                

need improvement are concrete representations, consistency between representations,        

fading handling and representations between concrete and abstract. One big problem some            

participants found was that the fading as it works now leads to there basically being two                

different set of rules that has to be learned. Another problem was the confusion when               

introduced with new concepts and trying to understand what was happening during the             

easier levels with those concepts. By applying changes and fixes to the flawed areas while               

adding a way of seeing a short explanation of the concepts within the game, Reduct’s               

implementation of concreteness fading could see success. 

5.2 Discussion 

This study had four participants. Considering how different some views were on certain             

topics, there are probably a lot of common views left out. It’s hard to draw strong                

conclusions and the results cannot be fully representative of how teachers see the game. At               

the same time, the fact that different views were gathered means many different thoughts on               

the topics could be analysed. 

All participants came from the same school. It’s possible that a general way of doing things                

or common opinions present in that school skewed the results to a certain direction. It’s hard                

to imagine that this affects the results to a big degree considering how different opinions of                

participants were for several subjects, but could definitely be a factor. 

No personal data such as age, gender and familiarity with games were collected. It’s possible               

that these parameters affect viewpoints of the topics. Since this is a qualitative study, the               

number of participants wouldn’t be high enough to test statistical significance of these unless              

it was upscaled to a very large degree. Familiarity with games was touched on in the                

interviews when discussing if Reduct was similar to previous games participants have            

encountered.  

Reduct does not contain any music, which is a very common component for games. It’s               

possible that this factor changes how concreteness fading should be handled. Although it is              

common for games in general, it’s often not fitting to have music play in a classroom                

scenario and many other teaching occasions. Considering the purpose of Reduct, it should             

therefore be considered typical in this matter. Likewise, Reduct doesn’t contain any action             

elements, which is common for games in general but uncommon in teaching occasion. 

A different approach to this study would have been to apply the same procedure to beginner                

programmers. This would acquire their opinions of different aspects of the game, which             

could be relevant since they are the target group. This would only capture as many student                

views as there are participants, though. By having teachers, their experience from teaching             

many students is used to get a more general sense of what would work in education.                

Additionally, what a student perceives as effective might not be what they actually learn              

more effectively from, leaving engagement and which parts of the game that was confusing              

as the gathered data from such a variant. 
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During the procedure, participants were not forced to play through the entire game. This led               

to some participants playing all levels while others didn’t. Opinions and viewpoints on topics              

could change depending on how much of the game that is played. Some of the data might                 

therefore be uncertain. The alternative, forcing participants to finish the game, which would             

be part of the consent, could however daunt them into not participating. It could also lower                

the value of the following interview since trekking through something unenjoyable might            

lead to worse mood. Because of that, it was decided to let the participants decide how long to                  

play. 

Since Reduct is atypical in the sense that it puts focus on language construction, it doesn’t                

really fit any of Vahldick’s competencies; writing, comprehension or debugging (Vahldick et            

al., 2014). In a way, debugging is close to the gameplay in Reduct, as it consists of testing                  

solutions and getting feedback. At the same, comprehension is also somewhat related as             

there are rules of the game and interactions between objects to understand, even if they               

don’t always map well to the rules of how code is run. Because of this ambiguity, it might be                   

hard to justify Reduct as a game that teaches programming. Although it doesn’t directly              

teach these competencies, it instead focuses on a part of comprehension that can lead to               

stronger writing and debugging skills. The goal of the game is therefore still to help the                

player strengthen these competencies. 

5.3 Ethical and Societal Considerations 

The knowledge gained from this study can be used to create more effective concreteness              

fading. How well concreteness fading works can affect more than learning rate, for example              

engagement. A high level of engagement can be a way to get players to keep playing a game                  

with bad intentions. As such, it would be possible for this knowledge to be applied in a                 

negative way, though during this study, no correlation was found between using            

concreteness fading and bad intentions. This wasn’t specifically discussed, but would           

probably have been brought up if such a scenario was likely. 

It’s also possible to use this knowledge in the opposite way, intentionally creating a game               

with a poor implementation of concreteness fading. This possibility is unavoidable as the             

subject receives more research. The same is the case with all subjects, and teaching              

ineffectively in particular shouldn’t be dangerous knowledge since it can’t directly do harm,             

only do good more slowly. 

Programming as a subject is in a way going through a transformation phase. It goes from                

having been an expert’s field that only the most dedicated gets involved in to being               

something everyone should learn. An example of this being the case in Sweden, the country               

where this study took place, where the government decided that programming should be             

incorporated to mathematics and science in elementary school (Regeringskansliet, 2017).          

This has consequences on how programming is taught and curricula. Mathematics is often             

disliked by young learners (Larkin, 2015), and introducing programming to everyone at an             

early stage might put programming in the same spot. Using visual programming becomes             

more common as teaching materials are adapting to this change. Reduct uses a type of visual                
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programming, where the user moves objects rather than types code. By continuing research             

in this kind of teaching, programming can more efficiently adapt to this conversion. 

5.4 Future Work 
This study had four participants. Although some different perspectives were gathered,           

additional points of view and bigger certainty could be gained from a larger sample size.               

Even so, it might be more valuable to test a new specific implementation of concreteness               

fading in a serious game that teaches programming. All participants were also located at the               

same school. This could mean that a potential general approach to education or teaching              

programming in that school have influenced the participants opinions. A wider insight into             

the subject could be gathered if teachers from different schools were participating. 

Reduct is one specific type of programming game. What has been concluded here might not               

necessarily apply to different programming games. Examples of other variants are games            

where gameplay is more akin to writing code or creating structures and ones where it’s               

contextualized to give instructions to an entity. Further studies on games that cover different              

parts of the competencies needed (Vahldick et al., 2014) would be needed to tell if results                

are consistent between variants. 

The results from this study can be used as guidelines when applying concreteness fading for               

programming games. They may not suffice as a complete framework, but could help keep              

focus on important aspects. How to handle fading and which concrete representations to             

choose are choices every implementation of concreteness fading must take. As this is applied              

to future implementations, those games can then be tested to end up with one that increases                

learning. Since concreteness fading has seen great success in mathematics, it should only be              

a matter of some research before it is also used successfully for programming. 
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